
Investment Objective.

The Web3 Digital Asset Innovations ETI aims to provide investors with diversified exposure to liquid crypto assets powering the next evolution of
the Internet, called Web3. The objective of the ETI is to capture the growth potential of this asset class while actively managing the portfolio in
order to reduce the high market volatility.
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A. Fundamental Research on technology, token economics, product-market fit, protocol traction, team etc. determines what Web3 & DeFi assets 
are selected for the ETI. The selected assets are then continuously monitored on a fundamental basis.

B. Active Management: The timing of the exposure changes to the selected assets is determined based on a combination of quantitative price 
momentum strategies and on-chain data analytics. Depending on the market phase (risk-on/risk-off), the portfolio allocation may differ 
considerably to reduce downside volatility. In risk-off markets, the portfolio will predominantly be in cash and/or Bitcoin, while in risk-on 
market phases, the portfolio will be overweight in the selected Web3 assets

Investment Methodology & Strategy.

Name Web 3 Digital Asset Innovations ETI

ISIN DE000A3G6MG4

WKN A3G6MG

Listing Börse Stuttgart 

Base Currency EUR

Trading Currency EUR, USD

Management Fee 2,25% p.a.

Performance Fee
(absolute)

20% above High Watermark

Issuer iMAPS ETI AG 

Asset Manager FiCAS AG

Investment Advisor Fountainhead Digital GmbH

Start Date 4.2.2024

Issue Price EUR 1.000,00

NAV (March 31, 2024) EUR 1.254,38

Maturity Open End

Strategy Type Discretionary Long

Domicile Liechtenstein

Underlying Liquid Digital Assets

Legal Form Exchange Traded Instrument

Custodians Coinbase, Kraken, Crypto Broker

Asset Segment
% 

share

Bitcoin | BTC Currency/Payment 27,9%

Ethereum | ETH Layer 1 Blockchain 23,6%

Solana | SOL Layer 1 Blockchain 10,1%

Render | RND DePin | Computing 5,9%

Thorchain | RUNE DeFi | DEX 4,8%

Avalanche | AVAX Layer 1 Blockchain 4,6%

Filecoin | FIL DePin | data storage 4,0%

Uniswap | UNI DeFi | DEX 4,0%

NEAR | NEAR Layer 1 Blockchain 3,4%

The Graph | GRT Data | AI 2,6%

Akash | AKT DePin | (Supercloud/GPU) 1,8%

GMX | GMX DeFi  | Derivatives) 1,4%

FRAX | FXS DeFi  | Stable Coin 1,3%

Chainlink | LINK Data | Oracle / AI 0,7%

CASH FIAT (EUR) 3,9%

Facts.  Portfolio as of March 31, 2024
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Market Review 

March was dominated by Bitcoin which after more than two years reached a new all-time high of 73,800 USD. This was 
predominantly driven by very strong capital inflows into the newly launched Bitcoin ETFs which have exceeded all market 
expectations. The launch of Bitcoin ETFs has already become the most successful of any ETF launch in history, despite the fact 
that only an estimated 30% of US investors are able to purchase the ETFs, as many banks are still in the process of internal 
approval. Ethereum successfully went through its second biggest technical upgrade in March (so called Dencun upgrade) which 
led to a significant fee reduction in the Ethereum ecosystem and is expected to have a very positive impact on user adoption in 
the mid-term.

Performance
The first full month of trading closed with a monthly return of +11.6%. After reaching a new All-Time High on March 5th  Bitcoin’s 
price climbed to USD 73k, only to then correct heavily (-17,6% drawdown) and bounce back to above 70k toward month end. Due 
to its diversification and strong performers such as e.g. NEAR, SOL or AVAX the portfolio’s inter-month drawdown was less distinct 
(-12,6%). As BTC market dominance increased toward month end, portfolio allocation of BTC was increased from 17% to 28% m-
o-m. The DePin assets and AI correlated assets in the ETI also performed well.

Outlook

April's headlines will likely be dominated by the Bitcoin "Halving," an event that will cut the network's inflation rate from the current 
1.7% to 0.9% per annum — a 50% reduction, hence the term 'halving.' Historically, this event has led to a supply squeeze followed 
by significant price appreciation in the months afterward. The Halving is expected to occur around April 20, with the exact timing 
depending on block production speed. Additionally, in March, an increasing number of US banks are set to make Bitcoin ETFs 
available to their investors on their platforms, which is anticipated to attract more buyers to the market.

Absolute return (%) of Web3 Ditial Asset Innovations 
ETI (net of fees) against Bitcoin | Since Inception

ETI Bitcoin

Cumulative 
Return

25,44% 67,32%

Max 
Drawdown 12,97% 17,37%

Performance and Risk Metrics
(since inception)

Monthly Performance Table (%) | Since Inception

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD

2024 n/a 12,5 11,55 25,44
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Disclaimer

This factsheet is advertisement for the “Web3 Digital Asset Innovations” (hereinafter “the ETI”), a financial instrument which is for qualified investors in Europe and
for retail investors in Switzerland, Germany, and Austria only and whose prospectus and KID can be retrieved on the following webpage: https://imaps-
capital.com/etis/web3-digital-asset-innovations-eti/. FiCAS AG acts as manager of the ETI that is issued by iMAPS ETI AG and publishes this factsheet for
information purposes only. This document is not intended as an offer or solicitation to purchase or sale the ETI or any securities, funds, structured products, or any
other investment products. Nothing herein constitutes investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment product is suitable for or
appropriate to your investment objectives, financial situation, and particular needs, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation to you. This factsheet does
not purport to identify or suggest all the risks or material considerations which may be associated with the ETI or any investment product. If you are in doubt as to
any information in respect of any investment product, please consult your own financial, legal and/or tax advisers. Any qualified investor interested in investing in the
ETI should read the prospectus [https://bit.ly/3wgbkhf], the relevant final terms [https://bitly.ws/3fd5C] and the key information document [https://bitly.ws/3fd5U]
before making an investment decision to understand the potential risks and rewards associated with such decision to invest in the securities. The approval of the
prospectus by the competent supervisory authority should not be understood as its endorsement of the securities offered or admitted to trading on a regulated
market. Any assumptions, data, projections, forecasts, or estimates published in the factsheet are forward looking statements and based upon information furnished
to FiCAS AG or publicly available information and reflect subjective estimates and assumptions concerning circumstances and events that have not yet taken place.
Accordingly, there can be no assurance or guarantee that any projected or forecasted results will be attained. Actual results may vary from such projections and
forecasts. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance, and such variations may be material. While based on the information believed to be
reliable, this factsheet and its contents are provided on an “as is” basis. FiCAS AG doesn’t make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness
of the information in this factsheet. Information in this factsheet is confidential and for qualified investors only. Distribution of this factsheet to any person other than
the original recipient is prohibited. FiCAS AG, as manager of the ETI and its affiliates, connected or related corporations, directors and/or employees may have an
interest in the investment product, including without limitation, in relation to the marketing, dealing, holding, performing financial or advisory services, acting as a
manager or co-manager of private offering. This factsheet may only be distributed in countries where its distribution is legally permitted. Not for distribution to any
U.S. person or to any person or address in the U.S.


